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Abstract

Abstrakt

The complexity of the recent customer
center systems makes the usage of the
simulation models for a performance measurement a potential solution. The service
quality of a customer center is changed
dynamically by the small variability. Implementation of the complex units such
as interactive voice response, skill based
routing and bidirectional - inbound and
outbound - operation becomes a requirement. The goal of this thesis is to design
a simulation model of a customer center
by using a discrete event simulation tool
OM N eT + + and to analyze important
characteristics in terms of grade of service.
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1

Introduction
The simple analytical model M/M/N/R - Erlang-C - does not meet the
expectations to use as a management tool for the recent customer center
environments with the increasing complexity of these structures due to the
fast developments in technology. Erlang-C model assumes a single agent
group with a single flow type where all the incoming requests are resolved
inside the interval that they arrived in which is no longer a valid assumption.
The recent customer center environments include all the mechanisms such
as interactive voice response and automatic call distributor and comprise from
skill based agent groups and categorized call flow types. It is a requirement to
make a forecast about the performance measurements such as the service level
by changing the traffic intensity per flow type or the staffing level based on the
categorized agent groups. The forecast is required especially implementing
any changes before going into the production. Finding the best time to
operate the outbound flow is another important concern that needs to be
estimated. The change in the staffing level or the traffic intensity might differ
per interval and it is important to set these varieties to have an accurate
estimation. Since there are many parameters that might impact the operation
of the system, it is valuable to know the impacts of these changing parameters.
Since there might be need for higher service level for a certain flow type than
another, the outcome of the impacts when managing the structure is required
to know before going into the production.
There are no general simulators to provide a solution for the modern
contact center environments. The diploma thesis devotes to the design of a
complex simulation model and analyzing the important characteristic of the
customer center in the terms of grade of service (GoS). The design of the
model features multi skill - classified agent groups and the categorized traffic
flows - customer center operating on inbound, outbound and mixed - inbound
and outbound simultaneously - directions. The discrete event simulation tool
OM N eT + + is used to create the simulation model. The configuration of
the simulation model should be done on the correct requirements and should
produce accurate results.
OM N eT + + is an object-oriented discrete simulation tool and the core
of the network is comprised from modules. The modules communicate with
each other by passing messages and they are programmed in C + +.
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Classification of a Customer Center
2.1

Basis of a customer center

A call center is defined as a system that provides services to customers by
human agents over a telephone line. By the time with increasing demand to
the call centers, it became inevitable to implement more enhanced structure
including different kind of communication channels, extended size, categorized
services and full time availability. Such type of service models are so called
customer center or contact center [23]. Customer center is a complex and
dynamic environment with lots of variability where the service is provided
for all the requests via primarily telephone calls and various communication
channels such as e-mail, chat, social media messaging and help desk software.
Customer center is a service system and keeping a consistent service level is
a priority while managing the staffing level efficiently [18].
Call agents and trunk lines are the fundamental resources of a customer
center structure and a small change in the staffing level shows a significant
impact on the cost of a customer center and the GoS [16].
A customer center can be homogeneous or heterogeneous based on the
customer and the agent profile [9]. In the homogeneous type of customer
center, the calls are collected in a common pool and the call agents are serving
to all type of calls inside the pool. Figure 2.1 depicts a single call agent group
that is handling all of the call arrivals from the general pool.

Figure 2.1: Homogeneous call arrivals and agents

In the heterogeneous customer center models, the call arrivals are classified
into the classes and the call agents are trained to handle specific type of
call requests in different categories. The call agents are classified into the
groups according to their skill sets. For example as it can be seen in Figure
2.2 the call arrivals are divided into three types and call agent group 1 is
5
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serving only to arrival type 1 while call agent group 2 is serving only for
arrival type 2 and agent group 3 is skilled for type 3 calls. In these types of
customer center structures, the implementation of the skill based routing is
essential. Routing the specific call types towards specific call agent groups
is accomplished by the functionality of ACD (Automatic Call Distributor)
system [19]. These types of customer center structures are so called multi
skilled customer centers.

Figure 2.2: Heterogeneous call arrivals and agents

The communication is made between the customer and the customer
center. Based on which side reaches out to another side customer centers are
categorized to perform the service process to the traffic flow in three types

.
.
.

Inbound customer center
Outbound customer center
Mixed customer center

An inbound customer center is provided by the companies and is operating for
answering requirements, expectations and demands of the customers. These
requests might include a vendor support, getting information about a product
or services and help desk inquiries. In this type of customer center, the
communication requests are incoming from the customers into the customer
center facility. It is unknown to the service providers when and how many
calls will arrive in a certain time. It is a random process and only a traffic
forecast can be made about the arrival times. In an outbound call center,
the approach to initiate the communication is made by the customer center
individuals with the purpose of market researching and advertising products
or services. In this type of model, agents who are reaching out to their target
customers are planning the call based on their agenda. In mixed customer
centers, inbound and outbound type of service is operated simultaneously [21].
An agent should be able to handle inbound requests and perform outbound
services. In this type of environments it is also possible to divide some of
6
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2.2. Compounds of a customer center

agent groups as handling only the inbound traffic or outbound traffic and
to allocate some types of agent groups to operate for both inbound and
outbound.

2.2

Compounds of a customer center

The core modules that forms a customer center system in the current implementations are

.
.
.
.

IVR (Interactive Voice Response)
ACD
Agent groups with specific skill sets
Skill based routing

IVR is a mechanism that provides automated service via speech recognition
or touch pad technology. The customers are able to navigate themselves
through the IVR menu and seek the most suitable service category [2]. The
agents are trained to handle different service categories and when the customer
chooses the requested service category, the routing path is directed by the
ACD system.
There are many factors that needs to be taken into account during the
operation process. Figure 2.3 depicts these factors during the call transition.

Inbound Traﬃc
Arrival Process

Outbound Traﬃc
Departure Process

IVR

Queueing Process
Model Dependencies

Skill Based
Rou�ng/Agent
Groups

Availability

Customer
Behaviour

Service Process

Figure 2.3: Fundamentals of a customer center model
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The customer center structure can be considered as a queuing model when
modeling the structure fundamentally. Arrival process and a flow character
of an inbound and outbound flows are stochastic processes where a call could
come at any time in a continuous time. The individual call arrivals are
considered to be independent or partially dependent from each other. The
system is not always available to accept the incoming requests or making the
outgoing requests. The availability is determined by the utilization of the
resources. The structure works as a delay and loss system [7] and when the
resources are fully occupied the system is going to have a restricted availability
until the service process is done for the events that are in progress.
The IVR functionality adds a self service progress into the service process
[14] and gives a possibility for the customers to complete the requests without
encountering agents. The queuing process can be with different queuing
disciplines either preemptive or without preemptive queuing. The maximum
queue capacity is based on the total number of trunk lines and the number
of agents. The customers who are waiting in the queue should be considered
as patient or impatient. The classification of the impatient customers might
occur according to reneging or balking principles.
The call agents are divided into call agent groups. The classification is
made by in which category the call agent is specialized with. The inbound
calls should be categorized during the self service and should be routed to
respective agent groups.

8
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Simulation Model of a Mixed Multi Skilled
Customer Center
The complexity of the customer centers are making the usage of simulation
models valuable. The simple analytical queuing model M/M/N/R [13] can
be applied for the modeling of the customer center. However there are some
restraints using the analytical model in comparison to the simulation model.
The analytical model switches from one state to another at a time. By using a
simulation model we can construct a more complex customer center structure.
The complexity occurs since the system includes different call types, various
agent groups, different handling times for different agent groups, different
intensity for different call types and different handling times by the IVR for
different call types.
In the analytical model the handling time is examined in one state where
the wrap up work process is merged with the talking process. The state of
the trunk line is considered as fully occupied during the entire service process.
In this simulation model the handling time is divided into two states where
the trunk line is only occupied during the first state of the service and these
different phases are dynamically transitioned as it is depicted in Figure 3.3.
Furthermore the analytical queuing model makes the modeling possible for
only one type of agent group where the traffic flows are grouped into only
one class. The analytical model is examined as a homogeneous system where
the general call arrivals are handled by the general agent group. In contrast
we can model skill based routing and skill based agent groups by using a
simulation model [8].
This thesis develops a multi skilled and inbound and outbound blended
customer center model with IVR by using discrete event simulation tool
OM N eT + +. In the analytical call center model as cited in [12], there is
one type of incoming traffic flow and one type of call agent group. Since one
of the challenges while designing a simulation model is to create the model
with correct requirements so that it produces accurate results, the results are
compared with a known model as cited in [12]. The comparison of the results
are shown and explained in the Section 4.1.
In this thesis skill based agent groups are implemented where the arrival
of the call flows are categorized into different types. The call flows are routed
to the respective agent groups based on skills [20]. Furthermore in this thesis
9
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the call agent groups are able to be composed as serving only for incoming
flow or only for outgoing flow or blended - incoming and outgoing flows
simultaneously - and the mapping of the agent group patterns are depicted in
Table 3.1 where the call agents from group A are handling only inbound and
the call agents from group B handling only outbound services. However the
call agents from group C are considered as skilled to handle both directional
flows and while handling the incoming calls, also making outbound calls
and e-mails. In this thesis the impatience of the customers are taken into
consideration according to balking principle and the impatience customers
abandoned the queue.

Agent Group Type
A
B
C

Incoming Flow
X

Outgoing Flow
X
X

X

Table 3.1: Mapping of agent groups

3.1

Definition of the simulation model

In this chapter the implementation of the simulation model is explained by
including the network topology, flowchart diagram, the parameter analysis
and the details of the core modules that build the customer center network.

3.1.1

Network topology

The network topology is depicted in Figure 3.1.

10
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Figure 3.1: Network Diagram

The total number of incoming and outgoing flow types are represented with
ni and no , respectively. ni and no gives the upper bound for the inbound and
outbound traffic flows. The total number of agent groups are represented
with G and a particular call agent group is identified by gj where j = 1, .., G.
Table 3.2 represents an example customer center system with G = 7, ni = 6
and no = 4.
Agent Group
g1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7

Agent Group Type
A
C
B
A
C
C
A

Table 3.2: Sample model with G=7

The core modules that compose the network are

.

Inbound Traffic Generator
11
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.
.
.
.

................

IVR
ACD (Routing and Queuing)
Call Agent Groups
Outbound Traffic Generator

.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the flow of the service process for the inbound and
outbound requests.
The traffic is generated for all the categorized types of incoming call flows
at a distinctive intensity [10]. The generated calls are transmitted into the
IVR module and checked if the customer center is able to accept these calls.
If there is any idle trunk line, the call is accepted into the system and starts
with the first step of the service process. In case there are no idle trunk
lines then the call is received a busy signal and blocked. The calls that are
admitted start with the self service progress in the IVR module. There is a
probability that is distinctive to each categorized flow types that a customer
might resolve the incident by self service in IVR and exits the system. In
case the incident is not resolved via self service then the call is routed into
the queue module. Inside the queue module an idle call agent is searched
upon arrival of the call. If there is any idle call agent then the conversation
starts with the call agent without any waiting in the queue. If there is no call
agent available upon call arrival then the call is waiting in the queue and as
soon as one of the call agent becomes available, the service by an agent starts.
If the customer is impatience then there is a probability that the customer
is going to abandon the system after waiting more than mean waiting time
and the call is going to be dropped from the system. The handling time of
the call by an agent has two steps, first talk time where a conversation takes
place between the agent and the customer. When the talk time stage is over
the customer leaves the system. But the service for this incident is not yet
completed. The call agent starts with the wrap up work for this request.
Once the wrap up work is completed then the incident is completely resolved
for this call and the agent becomes available from busy status.
Outbound traffic includes two sub-classes, call and e-mail flows, respectively.
The generated calls and e-mails are transmitted to the queue module and
stored in the outbound queue. If there is a call agent group B that is operating
only for outbound direction services, then an idle call agent is searched and
calls and e-mails are allocated immediately upon finding an idle call agent.
However in case of the call agent group C that is operating for mixed type
of services, then not only an idle agent is searched but also the buffer of the
inbound queue is checked. If there is any incoming call is buffered and there
is an idle agent then the outgoing call or e-mail is going to be stored in the
outbound queue and the service is going to begin for the incoming call that
is buffered inside the inbound queue [6]. The handling time for the outgoing
calls and e-mails are equivalent to each other and distinctive for each flow
12
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type. The service process by the call agents for the outbound flows is treated
in one phase in contrast to inbound calls.

Figure 3.2: Flow Chart
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Arrival process of the incoming flow

Considering the incoming call arrivals, the time between the subsequent calls
which means the interarrival times are exponentially distributed [11]. There
are number of calls could potentially arrive in a certain interval and the
success is defined for each call whether or not the call is made. The success
of a random variable could be at any time in continuous time based on the
intensity and this doesn’t give any information about the next call generation
[3]. No matter how long is waited a new call arrival is considered as starting
from fresh. Number of call arrivals in disjoint intervals are independent and
identical from each other and defined by exponential random variables with
the intensity λi [10] and the cumulative distribution function is as following

(

F (t; λi ) =

− tt

1 − e−λi t = 1 − e
0

ia

, t ≥ 0,
, t < 0,

(3.1)

where tia represents the mean interarrival time between the consecutive
events [18]. Ideally a day(s)/week(s) long interval is split into 15/30/60
minutes intervals when modeling a customer center simulation [1]. The
disjoint intervals can be chosen with a constant time length or with different
duration in each interval over the simulation run. In this model the parameters
are updated in every interval dynamically. That makes it flexible to divide
an interval into number of intervals each with particular λi .
The total number of calls that are counted or attempted into the system
over an entire simulation run is represented by Co

Co =

ni
X

Coj

(3.2)

j=1

where Coj represents the total number of offered calls for the j th input flow
type where j = 1, .., ni . When the system receives an incoming call request,
the outcome is determined whether the call is going to be accepted or rejected
is based on the availability of the system. The availability of a customer
center is dependent to the status of the trunk lines whether there is any free
or all occupied [22]. The total number of trunk lines is represented by N . If
there is at least one idle trunk line then the call is going to be accepted and
is going to enter to the system. The call is going to be occupying a trunk line
until it leaves the system. In Figure 3.3 the actions that occupy a trunk line
and maintain it in the idle status during the service process for both inbound
and outbound flows are illustrated.
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3.1. Definition of the simulation model
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Figure 3.3: Trunk line and call agent utilization during the service process

Trunk line is in allocated status during the following events

.
.
.
.

IVR service
Queuing process
Conversation time with an agent for the inbound call flow
Service time of an agent for the outbound call flow

At the beginning of the following service processes the trunk line is not
used and is going to make it available to carry a new incoming or outgoing
service event.

.
.

Wrap up time of an agent for the inbound call
Service time of an agent for the outbound e-mail flow
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IVR

A call is blocked if from N available trunk lines none of the trunk line is free
at the time of the arrival and the caller is given a busy signal. Total number
of calls that are blocked is represented with Cb where
Cb =

ni
X

Cbj = Co − Ca = BCo

(3.3)

j=1

where Ca is the total number of calls that are admitted, accepted into the
system. The number of calls that are admitted into the system is defined by
Ca =

ni
X

Caj = Co − Cb

(3.4)

j=1

The inbound call congestion which means the ratio of the calls that are
blocked from entering into the system is represented with B and defined by
Cb
Co − Cb
=1−
(3.5)
Co
Co
When the call is accepted by the system it is switched into the IVR module
and starts with the self service process. There are two likely outcomes that
could happen at the end of the completion of self service which
B=

.
.

Inbound call is served by IVR and exits the system
Inbound call is routed into the next stage for agent assistance

In the IVR module there is an automated service process for the inbound
calls. Service time of an IVR is following exponential distribution with the
mean intensity θ and the CDF
(

F (t; θ) =

−t

1 − e−θt = 1 − e
0

t
ivr

, t ≥ 0,
, t < 0,

(3.6)

where tivr represents the mean service time of the IVR module. In this
model tivr is considered to be identical for all the different types of incoming
call flows. Afterwards to the conclusion of the service, there is a possibility
that the customer request will be resolved in this module without further
assistance of a call agent. The call requests made by input group j are
resolved inside the IVR module with a probability of pj where j = 1, .., ni .
Probability pj is distinctive for each one of the inbound call flows and might
be specified a different value from each other. The calls exits the system
after they are served in the IVR module. The number of calls that are served
by the IVR module from a ith inbound flow is represented by Civrj where
j = 1, ..ni and is defined by
Civrj = Caj pj

(3.7)

1 − pj is the probability that the call request from the inbound call group j
is not resolved by the IVR module and is going to require to get an assistance
16
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from a call agent. Towards start of the contact with the call agent, the call is
routed into the queue module. Ciaj represents the number of calls from ith
inbound flow that are routed into the next phase of service, queue module.
Ciaj includes the number of calls that encountered a waiting in the queue
before receiving a assistance from a call agent and number of calls that started
the communication with a call agent without any waiting in the queue and is
defined by

Ciaj = (1 − pj )Caj

3.2

(3.8)

Queue module

The inbound calls are passed into the queue module before the assistance of
a call agent. The routing path of the calls are skill based according to the
type of the call. The calls are distributed into separate queue channels. For
instance, type 1 calls are stored in the channel 1 and the type 2 calls are
stored in the channel 2. The call agent groups are categorized skill based.
Individuals from call agent groups are handling only call types that are
corresponding to their skill set. While an individual from agent group 1 is
only serving to type 1 calls, an individual from agent group 2 is only serving
to the type 2 calls. The waiting time of a call in the queuing module depends
on the availability of the call agents. If there is at least one free call agent
corresponding to the type the call belongs to, then the call is directed to get
an assistance from a call agent immediately for the service. In this case the
waiting time in the queue is calculated as zero. Otherwise, if there is no call
agent available to start with the service, the call is stored in the queue and
the waiting time is larger than zero.
The queuing discipline is in the means of FIFO (First in First out) as
depicted in Figure 3.4. The call with the longest waiting time is popped from
the queue when a call agent becomes available. When a call is arrived it is
pushed to the back of the queue and positioned in the queue buffer. When a
call is allocated to an agent, the buffer of the queue is cleared.
17
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Figure 3.4: Queuing Discipline

One of the important part is allocating an incoming call to an available call
agent. When a call is arrived into the queue module, it needs to be assigned
to one of the available agents for the service. The allocation function works in
a way that it selects a random agent from the range of total number of agents
where the number of agents is represented with Sj where j = 1, .., G and the
number of agents is defined distinctively for each call agent group. After the
random call agent is selected, the availability of this agent is checked. The
status of an individual agent is represented with cas . If cas for a particular
agent equals to 0 then the agent is in available status, otherwise the agent is
in busy status. If the random agent that the allocation function finds is in
free status then the call is assigned for this particular agent. Otherwise the
allocation function will seek through other agents and is going to assign the
call to the first random agent who is available. Until there is a success, this
action will be recurring and as long as no agents are available, the call keeps
waiting in the queue. When a call agent individual completes handling a job
then he/she is going to check for pending jobs and starts with the handling
of this job if any.
The current time that ith call entered to the queue from a distinctive flow
j is represented with tqsj ,i where j = 1, .., ni and the current time that a call
is allocated to the call agent is defined by tsj ,i where j = 1, .., ni .
The waiting time in the queue for ith call from j th flow is defined by twj ,i
where i = 1, .., Cwj and j = 1, .., ni . Waiting time is greater than zero if
only there is no available call agent upon call arrival into the queue. twj ,i is
18
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defined by
twj ,i = tsj ,i − tqsj ,i

(3.9)

twt represents the sum of the total waited time inside the queue from all
the calls from all ni input flows and it is defined by
Cw

twt =

ni Xj
X

twj ,i

(3.10)

j=1 i=1

where Cwj represents the total number of calls that are queued with waiting
time greater than zero from particular flow types where j = 1, .., n.
The expected waiting time related to the offered calls represented with
E[Wo ] where
twt
(3.11)
E[Wo ] =
Co
The expected waiting time related to the calls that are entered to the
system and served by IVR module or the call agent is represented with E[W ]
and is defined by
twt
(3.12)
E[W ] =
Co − Cb
The expected waiting time related to the calls that are served by call agents
is represented with E[Wia ] where
E[Wia ] =

twt
Cia

(3.13)

The expected waiting time related to all the calls that are served by call
agents and faced a waiting in the queue is represented with E[Ww ] where
E[Ww ] =

twt
Cw

(3.14)

The probability that a call is going to wait in the queue related to the
offered calls which means just before attempted for entering to the system is
represented with P (Wo > 0) where
P (Wo > 0) =

Cw
Co

(3.15)

The probability that a call is going to wait in the queue related to the
admitted calls is represented with P (W > 0) where
P (W > 0) =

Cw
Co − Cb

(3.16)

The probability that a call is going to wait in the queue after passing the
IVR service stage is represented with P (Wia > 0) where
P (Wia > 0) =
19

Cw
Cia

(3.17)
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The probability of waiting after a certain time value is an important decision
result parameter regarding service level. This time value is represented with
t. The number of calls that are counted with a waiting greater than t is
represented with Ct where
(

Ct
0

, t > E[Ww ],
, t ≤ E[Ww ],

(3.18)

The probability that a call will wait more than t seconds related to offered
calls is represented with P (Wo > t) where
P (Wo > t) =

Ct
Co

(3.19)

The probability that a call will wait more than tw seconds related to
admitted calls is represented with P (W > t) where
P (W > t) =

Ct
Co − Cb

(3.20)

The probability that a call will wait more than t seconds after passing the
IVR service stage is represented with P (Wia > t) where
P (Wia > t) =

3.2.1

Ct
Cia

(3.21)

Abandonment from the queue

In this model the impatience of the customers who are making inbound calls
are taken into account in the basis of reneging. For each type of incoming
flow there is some probability that a customer will abandon the queue if a
given time limit value is greater than the waiting time of an individual call
[5]. The mechanism for checking the condition is run once after the E[Ww ] is
computed. The number of calls that are lost from j th inbound flow type due
to abandonment from the queue is represented with Crj where j = 1, .., ni
and is defined by
(

Crj =

pr j Cwj
0

, trj > E[Ww ],
, trj ≤ E[Ww ]

(3.22)

where trj represents the limitation time value and pr j represents the
probability of abandonment from j th inbound flow type where j = 1, .., ni ,
respectively. The rate of abandonment for j th flow is represented with Rj
where j = 1, .., ni and defined by
Rj =

Crj
Ciaj

(3.23)

The customers who abandoned the queue considered to be lost and not
retry calling back immediately upon hang up.
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3.3

Call agent groups

In this simulation model three types of call agent groups are modeled

.
.
.

Agent group handling only inbound traffic
Agent group making only outbound traffic
Agent group handling inbound and making outbound traffic

In this section the descriptions are made considering the agent groups are
skilled for both direction of the traffic. All of the agents in particular groups
are able to handle inbound traffic and make outbound traffic.
In this model the number of agents are updated in every time interval
dynamically. For instance in case of the changes in staffing level in disjoint
intervals the number of agents are updated dynamically.

3.3.1

Process of handling inbound flow by the agent

The handling time of an incoming call by a call agent is divided into two
steps

.
.

Talk time
Wrap-up time

The service process for an incoming call starts with the talk time. When an
agent is assigned for the call the communication with the customer starts.
During the talk time the agent is busy and the inbound call occupies a trunk
line. Service time of an agent for this stage follows an exponential distribution
with the intensity µ [17] and the cumulative distribution function is defined
as
(
t
−µt = 1 − e− ta
, t ≥ 0,
F (t; µ) = 1 − e
(3.24)
0
, t < 0,
where ta represents the mean service time of a call agent during the talk
time stage. After the talk time is completed the phone is hanged up and
the customer leaves the system which makes the trunk line free. However
the call is not yet served completely, the call agent is still busy for this call.
The utilization of the call agents is depicted in Figure 3.3. The call agent
starts with second stage of the service which is wrap-up work. Service time
of an agent for wrap-up work time follows an exponential distribution with
intensity α and the cumulative distribution function is defined as
(

F (t; α) =

1 − e−αt = 1 − e
0

− tt

b

, t ≥ 0,
, t < 0,

(3.25)

where tb represents the mean service time of a call agent during wrap-up
stage. When handling of the call is finalized then the call agent looks for a
new inbound call waiting in the queue, receive this call and starts with service
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process. In case there are no inbound calls waiting in the queue, the call
agent starts with making outbound traffic if there is any outbound service is
scheduled.

3.3.2

Process of making outbound flow by the agent

The call agents are handling outgoing flows in two different categories, calls
and emails. The call gent is busy while providing services in both categories.
For both of the categories of services the service time is considered to be equal
and follows an exponential distribution with intensity β and the cumulative
distribution function is defined as
(

F (t; β) =

t

1 − e−βt = 1 − e− to
0

, t ≥ 0,
, t < 0,

(3.26)

where to represents the mean service time for outbound service for the calls
and e-mails.
The number of calls and e-mails that are made by the call agents are
represented with Cosc and Cose respectively and γc and γe represents the
outbound call congestion and outbound e-mail congestion, respectively
γc = 1 −

Cosc
Coc

(3.27)

Cose
(3.28)
Coe
where Coc represents the total number of outbound calls that are generated
and Coe represents the total number of outbound e-mails that are generated.
γe = 1 −

3.4

Generation process of the outbound flow

There are two sub types of categorizes for each outbound flows. The first
category is to make outgoing calls and the second is to make other kind of
services such as email. Trunk line is busy while agent is making an outgoing
call whereas while agent is working on sending emails the trunk line is not
occupied. Both of the traffic flows are generated following Poisson process.
The consecutive interval lengths are considered to be identical as inbound
traffic arrival. When a outgoing traffic is generated it is passed into queue
module. When the queue module receives the outbound flow it stores this
event into the outgoing queue buffer. The outgoing traffic event is processed
if only the call agent becomes in available status and there would be no
incoming call waiting in the inbound queue buffer.
The number of call generations in disjoint intervals are independent and
identical from each other and defined by exponential random variables with
arrival intensity λoc and the cumulative distribution function is as following
(

F (t; λoc ) =

1 − e−λoc t = 1 − e
0
22
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ioc

, t ≥ 0,
, t < 0,

(3.29)
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3.4. Generation process of the outbound flow

where tioc represents the mean interarrival time between the consecutive
outbound call events.
The number of e-mail generations in disjoint intervals are independent and
identical from each other and defined by exponential random variables with
arrival intensity λoc and the cumulative distribution function is as following
(

F (t; λoe ) =

1 − e−λoe t = 1 − e
0

−t t

ioe

, t ≥ 0,
, t < 0,

(3.30)

where tioe represents the mean interarrival time between the consecutive
email events.
The total number of calls, Coc , and total the number of e-mails, Coe , that
are generated are defined by
Coc =

no
X

Cocj

(3.31)

Coej

(3.32)

j=1

Coe =

no
X
j=1
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4

Numerical Results
In this chapter the case studies and the results in terms of GoS of the customer
center system is analyzed. One of the most important factor that impacts
the performance measure is the randomness of the call arrivals [4]. In these
simulation runs the entire simulation length for one run is taken as five days
dividing into disjoint intervals and each simulation is repeated multiple times
with different seeds. The confidence interval with the 95% is calculated and
presented on figures with error bars and on tables. The results are analyzed
by using pandas and numpy libraries and the figures are plotted by using
the matplotlib library of the P ython.
There are various measures that is important to the domain of the GoS
from both customer and system perspective [15] [23]

.
.
.
.
.

The waiting time,
Call congestion for the incoming calls,
Outbound traffic congestion,
The utilization of the agents,
Abandonment rate.

4.1 Verification of the simulation model with a
known model
In this section the correctness of the network model that is designed by using
OM N eT + + is compared and shown as it is mentioned in Chapter 3. The
results are computed at 95% confidence level.
The parameters are configured identically in comparison to the analytical
model cited in [12]. The number of inbound call flows, ni , and the number of
call agent group types, G, is equal to 1. The number of outbound call flows,
no , is equal to 0. The traffic intensity for inbound call flow, λi1 , is equal to
0.1818 s−1 . The total number of trunk lines, N , is equal to 100. The service
time in the IVR module, tivr and the probability of call to be served in IVR
module, p1 are equal to 100 s and 0.3, respectively. The talk time stage, ta
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and wrap up time stage,tb for the call agent are equal to 360 s and 180 s,
respectively.
G = ni = 1, no = 0, λi1 = 0.1818 s−1 , N = 100, tivr
S1 = 70, p1 = 0.3, ta1 = 360 s, tb1 = 180 s
Parameters Known Analytical Model [12]
B
0.01074
E[Wo ]
58.9930 s
P (Wo > 0)
0.49549
P (W > 0)
0.50087
E[Wia ]
85.1908 s
P (Wia > 0)
0.71553
E[Ww ]
119.060 s
E[W ]
59.6336 s

= 100 s,
Simulation Model
0.01080 ± 0.003
59.1036 s ± 0.674
0.4950 ± 0.003
0.5004 ± 0.003
85.3608 s ± 0.983
0.7149 ± 0.004
119.2421 s ± 0.867
59.7574 s ± 0.695

Table 4.1: Result comparison with a known model

Table 4.1 shows that results of simulation model corresponds with the
analytical model presented in [12].

4.2

Impact of increasing inbound intensity

In this section the impact of the incoming traffic intensity λi on performance
measure is shown with different system configurations. The arrival processes
for traffic flows are configured with two different distributions where one
is following Poisson (M ) process and the other is with deterministic (D)
distribution in two different simulations.

4.2.1 System with single call agent group processing
inbound traffic only
In this subsection the performance measures of the system are analyzed with a
setup of single agent group that is operating only for single type inbound call
flows without abandonment and no operation is provided on the outbound
direction. In this example λi1 is taken as a change parameter. The parameters
are considered for this simulation model are G = ni = 1, no = 0, S1 = 19, ta =
300 s, tb = 180 s, tivr = 120 s, p = 0.3, N = 33.
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Figure 4.1: Influence B = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = 1, no = 0

E[W] = f( i1)
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Figure 4.2: Influence E[W ] = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = 1, no = 0

Figure 4.1 shows the dependence of inbound call congestion to increasing
traffic intensity. As the intensity of the incoming traffic is increasing the call
congestion is increasing. While B is 0.0069 at the intensity of 0.05 s−1 for
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the arrival with the distribution M it becomes more than 40 percent at the
intensity of 0.1 s−1 for both of the arrivals with the distribution M and D.
This is because the resources of the system becomes fully utilized and the
call congestion is increasing steadily. At a lower intensity the call congestion
is observed to be lower with the distribution D than the M. As the traffic
intensity is increasing the call congestion of the system with the distribution
D is converging to the system with the distribution M .
Figure 4.2 shows the dependency of expected waiting times to increasing
traffic intensity. While E[Ww ] is greater than E[Wia ] at a lower traffic
intensity, they start to become equivalent at the intensity of 0.083 s−1 for the
system with the distribution M arrivals. This is because at low intensities
the resources of the system is not fully utilized. It’s possible that when some
of the calls are arrived the queue will be empty and there will be an available
agent. However at higher intensities in dependence to size of the system, the
queue and system becomes always fully utilized and there is no possibility to
get a service from agent without any waiting in the queue. It can be seen
that the expected waiting times at a starting value is lower for the arrivals
with the distribution D than M . However as the intensity is increasing the
expected waiting times becomes higher for the arrivals with the distribution
D than the arrivals with the distribution M . While E[Wo ] is increasing till
the intensity of0.083 s−1 then it starts decrease. This is because the system
is fully utilized but the number of calls that are offered is keep expanding
which makes the expected waiting time related to all offered calls to decrease
at a higher intensity.

P(W > 0) = f( i1)
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Figure 4.3: Influence P (W > 0) = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = 1, no = 0
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Figure 4.3 shows that the probability of waiting in the queue is converging
to 1 at the intensity of 0.066 s−1 for the arrivals with the distribution D and
at 0.083 s−1 for the arrivals with the distribution M and as the intensity is
increasing. This is because the queue of the system becomes always full and
the agents becomes fully utilized always. A similar trend can be seen for the
waiting probability related to the calls passed the IVR phase. At the higher
intensities P (Wia ) is shown at the value 0.68.

Figure 4.4: CDF of waiting time in the queue related to Wia with G = ni =
1, no = 0,λi1 = 0.06 s−1

Figure 4.4 shows the CDF1 related to of the waiting times in the queue
for the arrivals with the distribution D and M . It shows that the scale of
waiting time is wider for the arrivals with the distribution of D. It can be
seen that there is a higher probability of there will be no waiting in the queue
module for the arrivals with the distribution of M .

4.2.2 System with single call agent group processing
inbound and outbound traffic
In this subsection the performance of the system is analyzed with the addition
of an outbound flow to the system presented at the Section 4.2.1 to observe the
efficiency of blending the outbound flow to a system operating only on inbound
direction. There is a single call agent group operating on both inbound and
outbound directions without abandonment and with the configuration of
G = ni = no = 1, S1 = 19, ta = 300 s, tb = 180 s, to = 150 s, tivr = 120 s, p =
1

The vertical line is drawn by default by the matplotlib.
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0.3, N = 33, λoc1 = λoe1 = 0.0292 s−1 . The incoming call intensity λi1 is
taken as a change parameter and the results are observed with a system
inbound and outbound arrivals with the distribution M and D distributions.

B = f( i1)
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Figure 4.5: Influence B = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = no = 1

Figure 4.5 shows the dependency of inbound call congestion to increasing
inbound traffic intensity. The starting value of B with the distribution of M
is at the value of 0.0085 which is greater than the observed values at the 4.2.1
since the addition of an outbound traffic flow to the system. When the call
agents are in idle status with the absence of incoming calls the calls agents
are going to start with serving outbound flows which will make the agents in
busy status and if an incoming is going to arrive at the moment the agent
is handling an outbound flow this is going to make the incoming call to be
rejected and this is going to result in increase in the call congestion related
to incoming calls.
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= f( i1)
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Figure 4.6: Influence (γc ; γe ) = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = no = 1

Figure 4.6 shows the dependency of outbound call and e-mail congestion
related with the increasing inbound traffic intensity. In the system with
arrivals of M , the outbound e-mail congestion γe is at 0.99 from low intensity
to high intensity values. The outbound call congestion γc is 0.625 at the
low level of input intensity λi1 ) and starts to increase and converges to 1 for
the arrivals with the distribution M . This is because since the intensity of
incoming call flows is low at the start the call agents are not fully utilized
with the incoming calls and almost every time they try to make an outbound
service they are able to find a free trunk line to. However as the traffic
intensity is increasing the buffer of the incoming queue is always occupied
and the outbound call congestion is converging to 1 at a high incoming traffic
intensity. There is a same trend is seen related to the outbound call congestion
with the arrivals of D distribution in comparison to M distribution where
the value is at 0.99. Outbound call congestion related to the D distribution
starts at a lower value 0.59 but converging to 0.99 faster than the distribution
with M as the intensity increases. The outbound e-mail congestion starts
at 1 since the call agents are able to find a free trunk line due low inbound
traffic intensity.
While call agents can perform outbound call flow at a lower incoming traffic
intensity, handling outbound traffic becomes inefficient at a higher intensity
since the outbound traffic congestion converges to 0.99 level based on size of
the system.
Figure 4.7 shows the dependency of expected waiting times with increasing
traffic intensity. Considering the system that arrivals following the distribution
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M , E[Wia ] is 30.6 percent higher than the system from Section 4.2.1 but the
E[Ww ] is 6.2 percent lower. Since the incoming traffic intensity is low and the
call agent are making outbound traffic in the absence of incoming call in the
queue, the number of calls that are admitted into the system are decreased.
However since the number of agents serving for incoming traffic flow and the
number of incoming calls are decreased proportionally the expected waiting
time in the queue is not changed dramatically. The expected waiting times
related to arrival with the distribution D is increased at the low level of input
intensity λi1 ) in comparison to the system from Section 4.2.1.

E[W] = f( i1)
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Figure 4.7: Influence E[W ] = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = no = 1

Figure 4.8 shows the CDF of the waiting times in the queue. In the system
with only inbound operation as shown in Figure 4.4 the system with the
distribution M has a lower scale. In contrast in this system the scale is larger.
While the scale of waiting times larger in the system at Section 4.2.1, in this
system an opposite distribution is seen.
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Figure 4.8: CDF of waiting time in the queue related to Wia with G = ni =
no = 1,λi1 = 0.06 s−1

P(W > 0) = f( i1)
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Figure 4.9: Influence P (W > 0s) = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = no = 1

Figure 4.9 shows the dependency of probability of waiting in the queue.
The admitted calls are converged to 1 faster than the system represented in
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Section 4.2.1. This is because the probability of finding an available agent is
decreased since the call agents started to work on outbound direction while
waiting for a incoming call to arrive.

4.2.3 System with multiple call agent groups processing
inbound and outbound traffic
In this section the performance measure is analyzed with a system of multi
skilled call agent groups operating on inbound and outbound direction. There
are three call agent groups operating on both inbound and outbound directions
without abandonment and with the configuration of G = ni = no = 3, S1 =
S2 = S3 = 28, ta1 = ta2 = ta3 = 270 s, tb1 = tb2 = tb3 = 180 s, to1 = to2 =
to3 = 180 s, tivr = 90 s, p1 = p2 = p3 = 0.3, N = 117, λoc1 = λoc2 = λoc2 =
λoe1 = λoe2 = λoe3 = 0.038 s−1 , λi2 = λi3 = 0.06 s−1 . The incoming call
intensity λi1 is taken as a change parameter. The simulation is executed with
arrivals following Poisson and deterministic processes.
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Figure 4.10: Influence B = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = no = 3

Figure 4.10 shows the dependency of incoming call congestion with the
increasing λi1 . Considering the arrivals with the M process, the call congestion
is 0 at the lowest intensity and it increases to 0.49 at the intensity of 0.177 s−1 .
It can be seen that the call congestion is almost equivalent for all the types
of call flows. The reason is that even though the traffic intensity is increasing
only for the type 1 flows the system is prevailed by the type 1 call flow
and the rate of calls that are served and dropped stays proportional to each
other. It can be seen in Figure 4.12 that the system is dominated by the
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type 1 calls since while the outbound call congestion is heavily decreasing the
e-mail congestion is decreasing for type 2 and type 3 flows. Considering the
system with deterministic arrival process the call congestion shows the same
characteristic with the system with stochastic arrival process. It can be seen
that all the different call types have different call congestion while type 1 call
types have the equivalent call congestion with the distribution M and D.
Figure 4.11 shows that at the starting traffic intensity for the system with
stochastic arrival process, E[Ww ] is 44.2 s,43.7 s and 44.15 s for type 1, type
2 and type 3 flows, respectively. Since the traffic intensity is increasing, the
system is heavily utilized by the type 1 call flows as it is mentioned. That’s
why the queue is stored by the calls from type 1 and the expected waiting
time is increasing heavily for the type 1 traffic flows with the increasing traffic
intensity. It can be seen that as the intensity is increasing the waiting times
related to type 2 and type 3 flows is converging to 0s. This is because since
the intensity of the traffic is low for these types the incoming calls are starting
to being served without waiting in the queue. The waiting time is expanding
greater at system with deterministic arrival process.
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Figure 4.11: Influence E[W ww ] = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = no = 3
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Figure 4.12: Influence (γc ; γe ) = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = no = 3

Figure 4.12 shows the dependency of outbound traffic congestion with
increasing incoming traffic intensity. With respect to the system following
Poisson arrival process, the outbound call congestion for type 1 flow is 0.17 at
the beginning intensity of 0.06s s−1 and as the incoming intensity increases
the outbound call congestion rise up and converges to 1. This is because the
system is loaded with the incoming type 1 call flow and the outbound call is
not served when the system is loaded with incoming traffic. The outbound
e-mail congestion stays at 1 since arrivals with lowest incoming intensity
which means the call agents are able to find a free trunk line every time they
become in idle status and there is no incoming call buffered in the queue
since the traffic intensity is low but once the input intensity λi1 starts to
increase agents from g1 are not able to serve any outbound service. However
since the incoming intensity is constant for the type 2 and type 3 flows, the
outbound congestion increases for the call flows and decreases for the e-mail
flows. This is becasue the possibility of finding a free trunk line decreases but
since the system is dominated by the input intensity λi1 the number inbound
calls from type 2 and type 3 decrease and since the agents from groups g2
and g3 are in available status they start with handling e-mail flow. g2 and g3
agent groups are still able to maintain making outbound service while g1 is
only handling inbound call flow.
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Figure 4.13: CDF of waiting time in the queue related to Wia with G = ni =
no = 3,λi1 = 0.1 s−1

Figure 4.13 shows the CDF of waiting time in the queue at λi1 = 0.1 s−1 .
From the scale the distribution shows that the probability of call arrivals from
type 3 flow are going to have 0s waiting in the queue with a high probability.
It can be seen that the scale of waiting time is larger for the type 1 call flows
since the input intensity λi1 is increasing and more calls are waiting in the
queue of type 1 calls.
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E[Wo] = f( i1)
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Figure 4.14: Influence E[W o] = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = no = 3

Figure 4.14 shows that the expected waiting time converges to 0s for the
type 2 and type 3 flows since there is going to be no waiting in the queue.
The expected waiting time related to offered calls is higher at the system
with deterministic arrival processes than the system with Poisson process.
The probability of waiting in the queue related to admitted calls is 0.177,
0.177 and 0.178 for the flow types 1,2 and 3, respectively at the low input
intensity λi1 for the system with distribution M as it is shown in Figure
4.15. Since the waiting time in the queue related to type 1 flows is increasing,
the probability of waiting related to admitted calls is increasing to 0.7 with
increasing intensity λi1 . Since the agents are fully utilized, it is converging to
0 for the other type of call flows as the intensity of type 1 flow is increasing.
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Figure 4.15: Influence P (W > 0) = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = no = 3
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Figure 4.16: Influence P (Wia > 0) = f (λi1 ) with G = ni = no = 3

Figure 4.16 shows that while the probability of waiting after completing
the service in IVR converges to 1 for the type 1 call flows, it is converging to 0
for the type 2 and type 3 call flows as the incoming traffic intensity increases.
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Since the large proportion of the system is loaded with the calls from type 1
flow, there is going to be a always waiting in the queue.

4.3

Impact of increasing number of trunk lines N

In this section the impact of N on the performance measures is analyzed. The
system is configured with three multi skilled agent groups operating on both
inbound and outbound directions and without abandonment and N is chosen
as a change variable. The configuration of the parameters are considered as
G = ni = no = 3, S1 = S2 = S3 = 15, ta1 = ta2 = ta3 = 240 s, tb1 = tb2 =
tb3 = 150 s, to1 = to2 = to3 = 180 s, tivr = 105 s, p1 = p2 = p3 = 0.3, λoc1 =
λoc2 = λoc2 = λoe1 = λoe2 = λoe3 = 0.037 s−1 , λi1 = λi2 = λi3 = 0.058 s−1 .
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Figure 4.17: Influence B = f (N ) with G = ni = no = 3

Figure 4.17 shows that the values of the call congestion are changing very
closely to each other for the different type flows. While the starting value for
B is 0.17 it drops to 0.09 where there is a 61.5 percent difference when the
N is increased by 40.
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Figure 4.18: Influence E[W ] = f (N ) with G = ni = no = 3
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Figure 4.19: CDF of waiting time in the queue related to Wia with G = ni =
no = 3,N = 66

The dependency of expected waiting times E[Ww ] and E[Wia ] to increasing
N is shown in Figure 4.18. Again, just like the change characteristic of B, the
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expected waiting times from different types are changing very closely to each
other. This is because the traffic intensity and the staffing is equal for all the
types. It can be seen that as the N is increasing, the expected waiting times
are increasing steadily since the size of the system and the number of calls
waiting in the queue increases in parallel but the resources related to agents
stays constant. E[Ww ] is increasing 94.4 percent from 119.6 s to 333.6 s
when the N is increased by 40. This shows that while GoS measurement is
improving related to B, the E[W ] is deteriorating. While the waiting times
are very close to each other at the low N , as the N is increasing the waiting
times are becomes widening from each other. The CDF related to waiting
times for different call types is depicted in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.20: Influence (γc ; γe ) = f (N ) with G = ni = no = 3

Figure 4.20 shows the dependency of outbound call congestion to increasing
N . γc is going up to 0.94 from 0.81 and γe start at the value 0.94 and
converges to 0.99 for all the types of call flows. The reason of call congestion
is increasing when the N is increased is that the maximum capacity of the
queue increases for the inbound traffic. There are more calls are stored in
the incoming queue. The call agents are checking the incoming queue before
making an outbound flow, possibility of finding the queue empty decreases
since the number of calls admitted into system is increased and call agents
are heavily utilized with inbound flows.
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Figure 4.21: Influence P (W > 0) = f (N ) with G = ni = no = 3

Figure 4.21 shows that the probability of waiting in the queue related to
offered and admitted calls are increasing as the N is increasing since the
queue size is increased with an expanding system size and number of calls
that are served without waiting is decreased.

4.4 Impact of increasing number of agents in fist
group S1
In this section the impact of staffing level on performance measures is analyzed
with a system of multi skilled call agent groups operating on inbound and
outbound direction. The system is arranged with a configuration of G = ni =
no = 3, S2 = S3 = 12, ta1 = ta2 = ta3 = 300 s, tb1 = tb2 = tb3 = 180 s, to1 =
to2 = to3 = 180 s, tivr = 105 s, p1 = p2 = p3 = 0.3, N = 53, λoc1 = λoc2 =
λoc2 = λoe1 = λoe2 = λoe3 = 0.0125 s−1 , λi1 = λi2 = λi3 = 0.033 s−1 . The
number of agents from agent group 1, S1 , is taken as a change parameter.
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B = f(S1)
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Figure 4.22: Influence B = f (S1 ) with G = ni = no = 3
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Figure 4.23: Influence (γc ; γe ) = f (S1 ) with G = ni = no = 3

Figure 4.22 shows that the inbound call congestion is decreasing for flows
from all the types and then increases. From the starting point where S1 equals
to 12 for the type 1 flow, B is decreasing by 24.6 percent when S1 equals to
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16. By the end point it increases by 0.8 percent when the S1 changes from
16 to 18. It is important to consider that the intensity and the number of
trunk lines are constant. Also, there is an important correlation between the
inbound call congestion and outbound call congestion where it is depicted in
Figure 4.23.
At the start since the incoming traffic intensity is not high for the system
the call agents from all the types are also handling outbound flows and if
there is an inbound call, it is going to be dropped if all the agents are utilized.
When the S1 increases, there is a higher probability that a call agent will be
free and it can be seen that the B1 ,γc 1 and γe 1 decreases for the type 1 flows
which means that the agents are allocated by a larger volume of incoming
traffic. As the number of agents from type 1 increases since there is no expand
on N , the call agents from type 1 starts to handle e-mail flows which makes
them busy and increase the B to some degree since there might be no free
call agent upon incoming call arrival and all the trunk lines are allocated.
,γc 2 and γc 3 stays in the same level.
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Figure 4.24: Influence E[W w] = f (S1 ) with G = ni = no = 3

Figure 4.24 shows that there is a 119.2 percent decrease in the E[W w1 ]
from start point to end point. Since the S1 is increasing and the N is constant,
it is expected that waiting time is going to decrease since the probability of
finding a free agent increases. It can be seen that E[W w3 ] and E[W w2 ] is
fluctuating. This is because the queue is moving for type 1 flows in a faster
trend than the other flow types and this makes the system not having to split
the number of calls to split proportionally from different flows. Figure 4.25
shows the CDF related to the waiting times in the queue and it can be seen
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that the probability of not waiting in the queue is largest for type 1 flows.
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Figure 4.25: CDF of waiting time in the queue related to Wia with G = ni =
no = 3,S1 = 14
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Figure 4.26: Influence P (W > 0) = f (S1 ) with G = ni = no = 3
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The probability of waiting in the queue is decreasing heavily for type 1
flows while it is slightly changed for the flow types 2 and 3 as it is depicted
in Figure 4.26.
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Chapter

5

Conclusion
The work in this diploma thesis is denoted to create a simulation model of a
customer center and analyzing the important characteristics in terms of GoS.
In the first part, the general concept of a customer center is explained. The
important terms that needs to be considered when designing the simulation
model such as skill based routing, interactive voice response and automatic
call distributor are explained.
In the Chapter 3, the core and the working mechanism of the simulation
model which is created by using OM N eT + + are defined. The computation
of the result parameters which is required for the case studies are defined.
In the Chapter 4, the case studies are analyzed with different simulation
scenarios. All of the simulation case studies are configured with only one
changing parameter and all the other parameters are constant in all of the
intervals and over the simulation runs. First, to prove the correctness of the
simulation model, a comparison is made with a known model which comprise
from a single agent group and a single flow with inbound traffic only. It is
observed that the results are corresponding to the analytical model.
Second, the impact of the increasing inbound traffic intensity is analyzed
by using a single agent group and a single flow type with inbound traffic only.
Two different simulation configurations are made by using the exponential
and deterministic distribution of interarrival times of the input flow. It is
observed that there is a great influence of the increasing traffic intensity on
call congestion and expected waiting time. The system becomes fully loaded
and it is not convenient to keep a reasonable service levels at high intensities.
It is also observed that the system with the deterministic distribution of
interarrival times of the input flow is resulting on lower call congestion and
higher waiting times than the system with the exponential distribution of
interarrival times of the input flow. By adding an outbound flow into the same
system in the next scenario, it is observed that the operation of outbound
flow is only possible at low input inbound intensity. The disadvantage is that
probability of waiting in the queue increases but the mean waiting time is only
changed slightly. At the high inbound traffic intensity, it is not convenient
for the system to provide outbound services. In the next scenario the system
is configured with multi skilled agent groups and multi flow types. Increasing
the traffic intensity of only one flow type results that the load of the system
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is dominated by the inbound flows with the increasing intensity. It also
results in a drastically increased waiting time for this type and drastically
decreased waiting times for the other types of flows. It is noticeable that the
inbound traffic congestion is increasing proportionally for all of the flow types.
While there is no outbound operation for the flow type with increased traffic
intensity, the outbound e-mail congestion is decreasing for the other types
and the outbound call congestion is increasing. This is not very convenient
for the system because the number of inbound call requests that receive the
busy signal is increasing from the types with constant intensity. To avoid
this kind of situation dedicated trunk lines related to each flow type could be
configured so that the number of customers that are blocked from different
types would stay in a consistent level.
In the next case study, it is observed that increasing the number of trunk
lines in a multi skilled system results in a decreased inbound call congestion
but in an increased expected waiting time. However, the outbound traffic
congestion is increasing and comes to a degree that there is almost no operation
on outbound direction. To increase the efficiency of the outbound traffic
the solution requires increased number of call agents in parallel to increased
number of trunk lines or to allocate a call agent group that is only working
for the outbound flows.
In the last case study,the number of call agents for one of the agent group
in a multi skilled system is increasing. It results in a decreased inbound call
congestion but only until some point because of the limited system capacity
and the change in call congestion is proportional for each flow types. While
the mean waiting time in the queue is decreasing drastically for the flow type
with increased number of agents, there is no heavy change for the other flow
types. One of the important change is that the agent group with increased
number of staff is starting to operate outbound call traffic at a maximum
rate while it is consistent for the other agent groups. Increasing the staffing
level shows a higher improvement in comparison to increment in trunk lines.
The results shows that the operation of outbound services can’t be maintained when there is high input inbound intensity. However at lower inbound
intensities, the operation of the outbound services can be processed to some
degree. There can be dedicated call agent groups created for inbound and
outbound directions but this depends on the importance of making an outbound flow for the operations. In this work to get the best effort from the
call agent groups while considering the inbound flow as priority operation
and making outbound services when it is possible is accomplished by the
design of a model with multi skilled call agent groups and categorized inbound
and outbound directional traffic flows. Moreover, one of the most important
outcome observed by using the simulation model is the simplicity of switching
between distribution models for the arrival and service times.
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